
WRITING A BOOK BLURB

Three publishing experts show you how to write a book blurb and optimize it for Amazon. Includes advice on keywords
and tips for testing your.

This will give you a better idea of what to work toward. This part describes the emotional state that readers
will have from reading your story. The resolution, the sense of satisfaction, comes with buying the ebook.
That with online retailers, the synopsis is especially critical. Then the rising conflicts follow. Here is where
you make your readers feel that your book is relatable and where they feel emotionally invested. Something,
ironically, every author I know hates writing. Again, we see exposition, conflict, and resolution at play
beautifully and energetically, without giving away any of her secrets. Seeing it in a different way will give you
a new perspective and you will notice things you haven't before. And, if you can say it faster, with more
impact, do so. Any consistencies. He and the three other children may be alive, but the jungle is a vast,
untamed place. Read their blurbs and select some of the ones that got you really interested in the book. In a
matter of days, Willie dies and is laid to rest in a Georgetown cemetery. Now write your first version. The
perfect pick-up line That picture-perfect initial encounter, gentle music is playing in the background, your date
clearly likes what he seesâ€”you open your mouth and â€¦ utter drivel or charmingly witty? If they lack
excitement, give them action and suspense. Will it make the readers want to know more? And last but not
least, referencing the central point of conflictâ€”without explaining how a resolution may come about.
Consciously or not, readers check out the synopsis to see whether they want to spend time with your main
characters. The old plot diagram you studied in school, the same one in every feature film, is the rhythm we as
consumers have grown accustomed to and the one we find most satisfying. The blurb that appears on the back
cover of your book, and on your Amazon page, will either: Work by convincing readers to take a chance on it,
or Fail to engage your target readers. Just like in advertising, where a celebrity endorsing a product increases
the sales of the product, a famous name on the cover makes a book popular. Use a cliffhanger: The aim of
your blurb is to leave readers curious and wanting more - so much so, that they would actually buy the book.
Only she never expected to meet someone like Sean on campusâ€”or to be instantly consumed by their
incredible chemistry and connection.


